
MAP: Meeting Minutes, July 7, 2018, Community Hall Lounge: 1:30-2:50 pm 
 
Attending: Barry, Andrea, David H., Paul, Garth, Ursula 
 
Regrets: David G. Dean M., Niall 
 
Chair/Minutes: Barry 
 
1.Agenda approved. 
2.Minutes of the last meeting agreed. 
3.Financial report by email:    Trail a/c = $7616.90 
 Bus  a/c = $7178.39 
Lisa has paid Driftwood Auto $3629.95 : transmission = $2603.19 and rest was fuel. 
  
4.Pender Post writers: David Hargreaves confirmed he is writing for Aug. There were no 
offers for Sept. 
  
5.Status Reports: 
 a)Hamilton Trail: We are waiting to hear from the ALC. When Niall returns Barry and 
Niall will seek further meetings with the Gen. Manager of Mill Bay and with Davy Rae of Drift 
Wood re: financial and materials assistance in completing the trail. It was mentioned that 
Dorothy M. had indicated that Davy would give financial help as well as allowing us cost 
price materials. 
 b)VHF Trail: Thanks to Peter P. for his single handed mowing of the grass/ weeds on 
the trail. Andrea suggested the use of salt and vinegar to control the increasing weed growth 
on the gravel. Ron H. has started on the remainder of the path to connect to the Community 
Hall. PIPRC will be sending us a cheque for $2,500. We will then be reliant on grants to 
continue towards the Driftwood. 
 c)Shingle Bay/Irene Bay: It was agreed that this is a long term plan but is an 
inevitable answer to the safety problems of exiting Magic Lake. 
 d)Car Stops: It was agreed that some signs might need replacing next year. 
 e)GITS: No change. 
 f)PICA: No change 
 c)Bus report:   The bus is running four days a week. 
 We are in need of more drivers after two retired for personal reasons. 
 The pilot bus project ends in Dec./Jan. 
 (As many of the Bus Committee were away, I have reposted the email 
bus report from Peter P. at the end of these minutes.) 
 Andrea reported that the Penducky Derby made about $5,000. 
Congratulations to all involved. 
  
 DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING: was not discussed. It has been customary for MAP 
not to meet in Aug. and after discussion with members, following the meeting, it was agreed 
that the next meeting would be Sat. Sept. 1st at 1.20 (to allow those on the Market to attend 
on time!). 
  



MEETING ENDED at 2.50 pm. 
CONT. 
DISCUSSION: 
 A lively debate ensued after the meeting on the topic of how to recruit more members 
and how to hold on to them once they become members. 
 a)Using Facebook etc. to publicize ourselves. We need someone/people who would 
be prepared to keep our web page up to date and do regular promotions. 
 b)A publicity table at the Sat. Market. Garth expressed an interest in staffing it. We 
need to produce ‘hand-outs’ and maybe a photo display of our paths/Car Stops/members 
etc. 
 c)Create a ‘realty For Sale’ type of electronic message that could be attached to all 
Car Stops. We need someone who has the ability to create this, and agreement as to how to 
attach it . 
 d)Create ‘Fun’ projects that allow new people/prospective members to take an active 
role. Eg. Maintenance of existing trails, Car Stop cleaning, organized walks along possible 
future trails. 
 e)Not mentioned, but added as a possible idea: some form of social event? 
  
PETER PARE’S post meeting report: 
  “ We have enough operating dollars (barring major repairs) to get us through 

the summer and probably the fall on a 2 day schedule.  

 One interesting development is that the CESC (Community Economic 

Sustainability Commission) for the SGIs has asked CRD to establish a Transportation 

Commission for the SGIs.  This would be a CRD body that would govern 

transportation issues. There is such a commission on Salt Spring. The Commission 

would have a budget and could then work with BC Transit to once again study the 

feasibility of buses on the SGI and if judged viable start a service as has been done 

on SSI.  This would require tax dollars however and a referendum would have to be 

held.  I think this process will take a lot longer than our pilot has to run. However 

possibility # 1 is to wrap up our pilot and compile the data and wait to see what 

happens with the transportation commission. 

 The second possibility is to try to continue to run the bus as a community bus 

but with tax dollar support. This is what Gabriola has done. They calculated that it 

would be less than half the cost to taxpayers to continue as a community bus 

compared to BC Transit despite the substantial contribution that the Province makes 

to a BC Transit operation (40%). They did not think the Gabriola citizens would 

support the BC Transit option because of the tax hit so they chose the community 

bus option and went to the electorate with a budget that included $130,000 from 

taxes and the referendum passed. I attach the document they developed to present 

to their regional district in preparation for a referendum.  It is an impressive 

document with lots of statistics and budgetary information that would be useful to us 

in developing a possible business case. 

 I have talked to CRD (June Klassen) about the possibility of us holding a 

referendum on assignment of taxes to a Pender Island Bus budget coincident with 

this Fall's elections.  It is possible but will require us to develop a report and a 

budget and do some marketing to try to sell it to our citizens.  Besides preparing a 



business case we would need to complete the attached request for and additional 

service to CRD.” 

 


